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Decision-making processes in traditional urban design approaches are mainly
top-down. Such processes have defects including not only taking a long time to
examine design results but also leading to irreversible impacts after design
implementation. Policymakers and researchers stress the importance of
collaborating with different stakeholders in the process of urban design policy
and guideline making in order to minimize these negative impacts. However,
introducing public participation into urban design from the bottom up is
challenging, especially when the process involves abstract urban design
concepts such as indicators. This paper explores a new workflow aimed at
enhancing public participation to cooperate in urban design work with the
help of a newly designed platform tool powered by mobile augmented-reality
technologies. The platform is intuitive to use and displays scenes of potential
urban design results by superimposing the virtual models onto real-world
environments on mobile devices. The public stakeholders are provided with
this platform on-site to evaluate the initial values of urban design indicators by
interacting with the prototype design along with an immersive experience. They
can also grow familiar with the concepts of the given indicators during this
process, which helps them better understand the implications of guidelines in
future published urban design drafts and estimate the potential results. Their
feedback is collected, which can help urban designers further optimize the
indicators in urban design guideline making in order to improve their
rationality. This process of urban design involving public participation is
repeatable, which makes it possible to continuously adjust the design results. A
user study was conducted to examine the platform’s usability and its ability to
enhance public familiarity with the concepts of given indicators and their
willingness to participate in urban design evaluation. The study also attests to
the possibility of a workflow that integrates public feedback with the urban design
process.
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1 Introduction

Urban design is a comprehensive discipline since cities are
complex systems (Batty, 2009). The mechanisms of top-down
planning and individuals’ bottom-up activities work together to
shape the urban interface, making urban design practices
complicated. Urban designers and managers make policy
decisions or guidelines to control urban development based on
their expertise, while each citizen also imperceptibly affects the
shape of the city through their daily behaviors. Good urban
design requires collaboration and the participation of multiple
stakeholders to balance the interests of diverse groups so that the
created communities or urban spaces can be better shared by
most citizens, and eventually facilitate a more healthy and
sustainable urban development (Semeraro et al., 2020). Recent
policies in different regions also proposed relative policies to
include citizens in the urban planning process with a bottom-up
approach to enhance urban resilience (ICLEI, 2016). However,
the current urban design process is normally from the top down
while the community and the public often have less engagement
(Dias et al., 2018). During most traditional urban design
processes, due to the lack of intuitive display and
communication tools, it is difficult for designers and public
individuals or communities to work collaboratively. The
public is unable to provide feedback immediately and
effectively for several reasons. Firstly, they cannot estimate the
possible results of urban forms after the design is implemented
when they cannot comprehend abstract concepts in the urban
design drafts they are viewing, for example, various urban design
indicators such as floor area ratio and building coverage ratio.
Secondly, they can neither perceive the design results intuitively
on-site nor give opinions based on first-hand experience. Such
urban design processes can potentially lead to unpredictable
results, such as conflicts between urban design implementation
and public interests or preferences. Moreover, it normally takes
considerable time after the implementation of an urban design to
examine or evaluate whether the design is successful; that is,
whether it is beneficial to or accepted by the general public. As a
result, it is desirable to create a platform that allows the public
and designers to easily communicate during the urban design
process by providing real-time dynamic visualization of the
tangible design results based on abstract concepts.

Emerging technologies such as virtual reality (VR),
augmented reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) make it
possible for the elements simulated in virtual world to be
replicated physically in the real world. (Farshid et al., 2018).
To some extent, these technologies have changed the
connotations of geographical space and will also change the
thinking paradigm and space-time relationship based on
geographical spaces. The recent emergence of metaverses also
provides new patterns of spatial cognition and social
communication, as it is a persistent multi-user environment
that merges physical reality with digital virtuality based on the
convergence of technologies that enable multi-sensory
interactions with people, VR, and AR (Mystakidis, 2022).
Among these technologies, AR offers possibilities to solve the
problem of lacking public participation in the urban design
process by emphasizing interaction and immersion. By

introducing AR technology, a mobile virtual platform can be
created to promote stakeholders’ collaboration by combining the
public perception of design content in virtual worlds and the
physical real world.

With a mobile virtual platform and the corresponding devices,
design concepts from drafted urban designs or urban planning
policies and guidelines which are not normally of concern to the
public due to their incomprehension, especially abstract indicators
related to morphological control of urban forms, can be converted
into tangible elements with specific forms in a virtual world. These
elements are superimposed precisely on a real urban environment by
AR devices.

One advantage of the application of AR technology is
immersion (Shin, 2019). With the AR devices provided by the
design or research institutes or citizens’ own available
equipment, users can get firsthand visual, auditory, or other
kinds of experience of the integrated urban design results as
they are placed in real on-site urban environments. The
advantage of showcasing abstract urban design indicators by
using micro-scale and human-scale models, with details such
as the depth of ground-floor setback and the material of the
building’s lower levels from an eye-level perspective instead of a
large mass of buildings with few details from an aerial view, is that
users’ perceptions of the designs are much closer to the
perceptions of the final completed appearances after
implementation of the urban design. The reason is that all the
subtle factors in real urban environments, such as the sky, light,
and the wind, which are normally ignored in traditional urban
design processes, can now contribute to the design process. As a
result, public feedback becomes a meaningful and essential part
of the design process. In addition, the intuitive interface on the
AR devices can in turn encourage public participation.

Another advantage of an AR application is its replaceability and
repeatability. In terms of replaceability, AR platforms can provide a
virtual world parallel to the real world. In the design process, with
the assistance of such platforms, urban design strategies can be easily
adjusted to comparatively optimal options via continuous trials
without disturbing the real world. In terms of repeatability, AR
allows the design to be evaluated by the public and iterated by
designers and managers many times over before implementation,
therefore greatly reducing the risks and possibilities of failure after
construction. In addition, because many conflicts with public
interests are solved at the beginning, and the interests of different
stakeholders can be integrated and reflected more easily, the time,
effort, and expense of modifying the designs during their
implementation can be saved.

This article proposes an “input-evaluation-feedback” workflow
to involve public participation in the urban design process by using a
newly designed platform to evaluate the indicators in urban design
guidelines. It provides a cognitive and experiential approach that
couples the concept and form for the public, along with the
perspective of urban designers to manage abstract urban design
concepts. With this immersive experience, the public can easily
understand the effects these indicators have on urban environment-
shaping as urban designers do, and evaluate these indicators as users.
Local cultural or climatic characteristics all also contribute to the
users’ behaviors and preferences, making their feedback valuable in
optimizing the existing designs.
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2 Literature review

The topic of this research has been discussed in previous studies
regarding the related aspects of public participation in urban design,
the potentials of augmented reality application, and augmented
reality application in urban design.

2.1 Public participation in urban design

The notions of viewing the process of urban design and urban
planning have evolved greatly in recent decades. Urban design as a
discipline can now be described not only as an interface but also as
the “common ground” between a wide range of disciplines and
activities (Carmona, 2021), such as geography and psychology.
Aside from physical and aesthetic entities, urban design tends to
focus more on behavioral settings such as so-called “soft cities”. The
factors of humans and human behaviors are more emphasized
during this process.

One of the reasons for this change is that people’s understanding
of urban public space has changed dramatically (Schmidt and
Németh, 2010). Some ideas discuss the relationship between
urban public space and the public or individuals. Philosophers
like Henri Lefebvre claim that space cannot be thought of only as
a physical place or a neutral container, but also as an entity actively
produced by society. Urban public space, as the specific physical
production of the operation mechanism of a society, reflects how
much and how diverse public demands can be respected. The
behavior, knowledge, and disposition of citizens can also be
shaped by the urban environment. Lynch (1960) demonstrated
that people’s understanding and image of cities are realized
through their observations of the city’s environmental form. By
closely observing human behaviors, Jacobs (1961) emphasized the
role of urban spaces as sites of human activity and places for social
interaction. Therefore, it is important to consider how urban space is
produced and experienced, and by whom. Habermas’s theories of
communicative rationality in the public sphere argued that
unmediated interaction is vital to promoting social justice
(Calhoun, 1992), emphasizing the effect of communication
reaching a consensus between public individuals with rational
criticism on the generation of public space. To some extent,
different from this notion that hypothesizes a homogeneous,
universal ‘public’, other researchers have emphasized the
approach of providing inclusive public space to support diverse
public needs. Iris Young (1990) proposed creating universally
inclusive spaces to promote social justice by encouraging social
interaction between individuals with diverse interests and
perspectives. Some researchers have argued that public space can
only be meaningful when it becomes a place where each individual’s
petitions can be heard (Ford, 2001). Overall, whether the urban
public space is the result of or the means to support public rights, the
generation of good public space needs to respect the public’s general
opinions and each individual’s demands.

The necessity of involving public participants in urban design or
urban planning is discussed in some previous research. Nasser
(2003) pointed out that integrating land-use planning with local
aspirations is vital to holistic community development. Loures and
Crawford (2008) claimed that the foundation for sustainable

practices in urban planning and management of the physical
environment can be laid by public participation.

Additionally, Roy and Ganguly (2009) argued that the bottom-
up urban design approach is more meaningful than a top-down
approach because the communities involved intuitively understand
what they actually need. Community participation helps residents
establish a sense of belonging that can lead the community to
maintaining the space. By contrast, the practices of space design
or planning done by urban planners and landscape architects
without community participation can result in many shortages
including the incompatibility of space with the community,
abandoning or underutilizing space, or even vandalizing the
properties of the space (Ismail and Said 2015).

Furthermore, the community has the right to understand and
participate in decision-making, particularly when it could
potentially affect their living space or workplaces. Public
participation in the planning process helps schedules to be widely
accepted by future users (Brody et al., 2003; Burby, 2003; Miraftab,
2003). Also, unpopular decisions made by the government about
discordant issues among different groups can be reduced by citizens’
involvement during the planning process (Wang, 2001). Creighton
(2005) and Sanoff (2000) stated that the idea of public involvement
builds stakeholder consensus in the government and advances
administrative decision-making. According to Omar and Leh
(2009), public participation is not only an alternative for better
planning but also a requirement in local planning law.

Traditional urban planning and urban design method tends to
control urban forms in an almost completely top-down way, making
it difficult to integrate public opinions from the bottom up after the
implementation. To avoid the criticisms of such traditional
approaches and avoid the occurrence of such results, new urban
design processes should consider more public feedback. Since the
1990s, studies have been conducted regarding the inclusion of
multiple voices from the bottom-up in urban planning as an
alternative to top-down planning, and have argued for multiple
stakeholders’ participation through consensus-based dialogue
(Healey, 2007; Innes & Booher, 2015). Planning based on
communicative rationality has sought to introduce
“intersubjective communication” (Healey, 1992). Batty and
Marshall (2012) emphasized the importance of such
communication be claiming that “planning practice has evolved
as a form of negotiating, brokering, and facilitating”. Skrimizea et al.
(2019) concluded such negotiation and communication can make
urban planning more adaptive to solve the new challenges of
complexity and uncertainty.

However, conventional forms of public participation in urban
design, such as public hearings and community outreaches, are still
limited regarding their popularity among citizens and the
frequency of related activities owing to the involved time and
energy costs. New tools, methods, or forms are now possible with
the emergence of new ideas or technologies. Amado et al. (2010)
discussed an innovative process of evaluation/validation to
encourage public participation in sustainable urban planning, in
particular concerning protected landscape areas. In some countries
like Malaysia, current citizen participation is achieved via various
mechanisms including not only conventional forms, like citizen
advisory groups or individual citizen representation, but also
forms based on new technology like the internet and e-mail
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(Ismail and Said 2015). Even so, innovative methods are still
required to better integrate public participation into urban
design. With recently emerging technologies such as augmented
reality, greatly advancing public participation is now a possibility,
not only in terms of the citizen’s willingness to participate but also
in terms of the efficiency of the process.

2.2 Potentials of augmented reality
application

The term “Augmented Reality (AR)” can be defined as
technology that augments a users’ visual field with information
necessary to perform a task (Thomas and David 1992). Different
from the concept of Virtual Reality (VR) which creates a totally
virtual environment to replace the real world, AR amplifies the real
world with virtual information (Wang, 2009). To be specific, AR
allows the integration of real objects with information from virtual
objects (Azuma et al., 2001). Compared to VR technology, the
application of AR emphasizes creating a more interactive user
experience within the real world.

There are growing AR technologies applied to advancing public
experiences for multiple purposes. Public experiences may include
all kinds of interactions between an individual’s body and the
provided platform. The forms of interactions may include public
evaluation, public learning, or public navigation. The augmented
information is not limited to the sense of vision, but is also possibly
applied to the sense of touch and hearing (Azuma et al., 2001).
Quintero et al. (2019) summarized all of the applications in
educational inclusion which have taken advantage of AR
technologies in the past few years. Bekele and Champion (2019)
discussed the potential to enhance public cultural learning in Virtual
Heritage (VH) applications including AR with a collaborative
interaction interface and multi-modal interaction interface.

The applications of AR technologies to guide operations and
transformations of the real world are also being increasingly
conducted. Two AR systems developed by Webster et al. (1996)
used a see-through head-worn display to provide visual information
for constructing, inspecting, or renovating architectural structures.
Park and Kim (2013) developed a system integrating AR, building
information modeling (BIM), location tracking, and gaming
technologies to improve the identification of field safety risks in
construction practices and increase the risk recognition capacity of
workers.

Additionally, mobile augmented reality (MAR) makes it possible to
approach outdoor information tasks. The Tinmith-Metro MAR
platform was developed to study how a building design could be
visualized relative to its physical surroundings by providing users
with a see-through optical head-mounted display for interaction
with the environment (Thomas et al., 1999; Piekarski and Thomas,
2001). A MAR system, called Vident, was developed by Schall et al.
(2009) to provide the virtualization of underground infrastructure for
fieldwork. Oduor and Perälä (2021) explored how people could be
encouraged to be actively mobile, such as via walking and cycling,
through urban play which applied web-based AR to provide interactive
experiences. MAR may have great potential to encourage public
participation in urban design by increasing their experiences and
providing more interaction.

2.3 Augmented reality application in urban
design

Public participatory geographic information systems have been
used to enhance public participation in the urban planning process in
the past years. However, some evidence has shown its inefficiency due
to the fact that the cost of learning associated with using this new system
is much higher than the perceived benefit gained from participation
(Krek, 2005). By contrast, as one of new information technologies, AR
can overcome this weakness by providing visual information during
public participation in urban design and suppressing the non-
professional barrier (Hanzl, 2007). It is noteworthy that sometimes it
is difficult to distinguish between the architectural level and the urban
design level, so actually some studies at an architectural level can also
provide ideas for the urban design research.

Recent research was undertaken to enhance the cooperation
between implicated participants in urban planning or urban design.
The application named Urban Sketcher was developed by Sareika
and Schmalstieg (2007) to encourage communication between
different stakeholders. It allowed designers inside an on-site tent
to draw 2D images on the screen with the real-time scene transferred
from a camera outside the tent. It has been verified that the AR
technology is suitable for public participation; however, it still
requires substantial professional equipment. A system designed
by St-Aubin et al. (2010) integrated innovative geospatial AR
with tools for 3D modeling and spatial analysis, aiming to
facilitate collaborative decision-making in urban planning and
urban design projects. Wang (2007) proposed an intelligent
agent-based AR system, called the augmented reality-based
Urban Designer, with a visualization and simulation framework.
Urban designers were allowed to assess virtual designs in the real
world to avoid errors and oversights of time and budget. Chen and
Wang (2008) presented a Tangible Augmented Reality (TAR)
system to improve the urban design pedagogical effectiveness of
the collaborative learning process. Seichter (2007) gauged the
differences between two AR interfaces regarding their impact on
the design process, especially the communication structures, and
suggested that, in order to maintain rather than restrict creativity
during the design process, the interfaces needed to provide freedom
while minimizing pre-programmed logic to the designer. Broschart
et al. (2013) also tested the possibility of using AR as a
communication tool in urban design. It was found that the
perception of inhabitants was indeed assisted by this tool, but the
process could be made more interesting by attractive and playful
handling. Penn et al. (2004) claimed that augmenting the sense of a
scene with simulations of pedestrian movement seemed to assist
scale recognition, which might show the importance of other city
elements aside from the design itself. Phan and Choo (2010)
explored how to use AR in cooperation with Google Earth to
enable users to manage and create inputted digital urban models.
Lock et al. (2019) used Microsoft HoloLens to assess the
performance of networks of different cities with open data sets,
and argued that it helped to improve understanding of the data and
reduce cognitive and visual load. This research also mentioned that
the development requires further intelligent aggregation and styling.

Besides AR applications in interior spaces, such as design
workshops, which simulate urban designs on boards or workbenches,
mobile augmented reality (MAR) makes it possible to interact with the
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urban environment on-site, providing more opportunities for public
participation. Research has been undertaken to develop outdoor AR
urban planning or urban design systems. Allbach et al. (2011) focused on
the benefits of AR and mobile geoweb applications to urban planning,
citizens’ participation, and delivering meaningful data using
smartphones. It showed that the applications offered lots of
possibilities for communication between citizens and the government.
Zheng (2019) discussed new possibilities of AR applications in new
outdoor space designs, such as collecting public preferences and coloring
the skins of buildings. Calabrese & Baresi (2017) exploited a new way to
help design and simulate large urban spaces usingAR, and suggested that
the positioning of the virtual things on top of reality was ameliorated
when users were able to look at significant portions of the environment
and beacons. Schubert et al. (2015) explored how to combine volumetric
models and hand-drawn sketches in the early design phases with the
context of real sites, which provides a new way for the public to view
architectural and urban designs. Imottesjo and Kain (2022) used the
urban CoCreation Lab MVP, a desktop web-based 3D modeling
platform, to build models which could be placed on real sites by
users for observation, and which permitted multiple participants to
work on the same model at the same time by frequently uploading the
ARmodel to a cloud server. This study also suggested that the evaluation
of the minimum level of detail in 3D modeling is necessary for
environmental impact simulation. Allen et al. (2011) et al. developed
a smart-phone prototype system using AR technology that allows the
visualized architectural designs to be superimposed on top of existing
architecture in the real world, and found that public willingness to
participate in urban planning events with the use of this system was
increased, even if there were some differences in the results regarding
people of different ages. Saßmannshausen et al. (2021) developed a new
AR application and engaged low-tech users by using haptic 3D-tools like
Lego or clay before using the application, aiming to solve the problem of
poor incentives in most participation processes in urban planning. With
such an application, users could put new digital objects into real
environments. They received positive feedback during users’
evaluation and suggested the integration of such tools into traditional
urban planning formats, such as citizens’ meetings or walking tours
through the city. Some research has examined the benefits of usingMAR
technologies to acquire urban design knowledge. Redondo Domínguez
et al. (2017) proved that architectural students in a group using AR
learned better and gained higher grades in their design course compared
to those who did not use AR.

From these prior works, it can be seen that AR platforms that
provide interactable operations for evaluating or optimizing urban
design have mostly been implemented in interior spaces, which
requires special devices and may have limitations for public
participation regarding their convenience and the time and cost
of skill training. Additionally, even though some outdoor on-site
applications for urban design were conducted, they still required the
augmentation of the degree of interaction and immersion when
applied to large scenes in a real environment. Moreover, more
concepts related to urban design need to be involved in the
outdoor real-time experiences rather than the factors limited to
individual buildings. Therefore, it is still worth exploring how to
help the public understand abstract urban design concepts, how to
improve generality and extendibility, and how to make processes
more adaptive to public decision-making as feedback for design
optimization.

3 AR urban design evaluation platform
tool

3.1 Workflow

Indicators are the abstract representatives for complex
information that cannot be measured directly (Alibegovic and De
Villa, 2006). Urban planning or urban design morphological
indicators can help control the form of urban spaces. Therefore,
acquainting the public with the knowledge of urban design
indicators can encourage them to participate more in urban
design guideline making and optimization before implementation.

The overall concept was to create a collaborative workflow based
on the use of a mobile augmented reality (MAR) application. This
virtual tool could be installed on mobile devices provided by the
researchers or owned by the users. Guideline creation, the updating
of components in the application, operation by the public, and
feedback for future design optimization could all be integrated into
this system. It aims to promote public engagement in the process of
urban design by evaluating the morphological results of urban
design guidelines. It can also help familiarize the public with
urban design indicators by enabling them to experience specific
and tangible urban design forms at their actual size.

After the platform was installed on mobile devices such as
smartphones on-site, the public could view the scenes mixing the
real urban environment, the digital models generated by the
platform, and the information of each morphological indicator
related to the current design. By modifying the value of each
indicator, the users could observe the morphological changes of
urban elements and evaluate whether they were satisfying.

Different urban design strategies are applicable in different
urban environments because the surrounding environmental
factors vary from place to place. As the evaluation can be
conducted on-site, many unanticipated urban environmental
factors (including environmental factors, such as the surrounding
vegetation, buildings, and light; climatic factors, such as temperature
and wind velocity; and cultural factors) can all contribute to the
appearance of the design as well as local citizens’ preferences.

After the model is changed to the most satisfying according to
each evaluation, the preference data of the indicator values can also
be uploaded online with the users’ approval as feedback to provide
guidance for the designers. As examination processes with virtual
tools cost much less than implementing real urban designs, they can
be conducted many times to continuously optimize the current
urban design.

The virtual model embedded in the system can also be modified
by the urban designer and organizers before the MAR application is
generated. After the feedback from public evaluation or at the
beginning of a new test, the models and indicators can be
updated on the desktop environment. Additionally, more
variables and interactive modes can be developed to provide
more options. After these indicators have been adjusted to a
relatively satisfying value based on many tests, they can be
formulated into urban design policies or guidelines.

To sum up, the overall workflow consists of three parts: 1)
platform updating; 2) public on-site evaluation; and 3) urban design
guideline making. The general process of each test can be concluded
as: 1) model modifications by designers according to specific sites
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and urban design guidelines specific sites and urban design
guidelines; 2) on-site placement; 3) public evaluation; 4)
optimization of urban design guidelines based on feedback; and
5) repetition of the above process. Figure 1 shows the complete
process of public evaluation based on the AR platform.

3.2 Selection of major urban design
indicators

Urban space can be seen as a complex collection of neighborhoods,
parcels, streets, blocks, and buildings (Vanegas et al., 2009). It is difficult
to model both the appearance and the behavior (transformation) of
urban space because the underlying structure is determined by many
variables that are hard to quantify (Vanegas et al., 2010). From urban
master planning to zoning, every urban design indicator has a potential
impact on the final morphological results. Ewing and Cervero (2010)
proposed the concept of the “5 Ds” to measure the built environment,
which are density, diversity, design, destination, and distance. After the
digitized spatial model was introduced in urban design, the refinement
of some concepts became strict. For example, the concept of urban
density consists of land cover density, building density, and population
density (Guan, 2018). In urban design, there is also a classification of
controlling indicators, such as function matching or setback distance,
and directional indicators, such as building materials and styles of
facade.

The design of this platform mainly focuses on citizens’
perception of urban public space. Therefore, from the aspect of
the morphological dimension (Carmona, 2021), factors that
contribute to forms of perceptible micro-level elements, urban
blocks, and streets, are important. To simplify the processes of
the platform used by the public and easily create the linkages
between indicators and models by the designers, several major
spatial morphological indicators were picked that could be
relatively and directly reflected by the generated forms and more
associated with public walking experiences.

Research in fields such as architecture, landscape, and especially
urban design, maintains that numerous perceptual qualities can affect
walking quality (Handy, 1993; Ewing, 1996). Ewing et al. (2013) picked
eight from a total of 51 perceptual qualities from literature reviews based

on their importance. Five of themwere operationalized to be measured,
including imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency, and
complexity. After examining 48 commercial street models,
38 physical features were found to be significant to each of the five
qualities. Above these features, we focused on proportion plazas, street
walls, the proportion of the first floor with windows, building height,
small planters, and some other qualities that reflect common urban
design indicators. Finally, six main indicators based on these features
were selected as the main parameters for this platform: FAR, CVG,
height control, GR, porosity, and near-rate ratio. They can affect the
spatial configuration of blocks and street sections, providing different
perceptual experiences such as vision, touch, and walking experience to
the public.

1) FAR refers to floor area ratio. This is the main measurement of
building density and equals to area of the plot divided by gross
floor area. It sets the ratio of the building mass to the size of the
building lot and directly measures the intensity of land
development. It is also a tool to control building volume in
urban development. For example, the FARs of most commercial
streets are set to around 3.5. Although FAR affects volume and
shape, it does not determine a particular form but allows choices
(Noble et al., 1993). Research has proved the correlation between
walking comfort and urban density.

2) CVG is also known as building coverage ratio (BCR). It is the
percentage of a site covered by buildings, equal to the ratio
between the total base area of the buildings and the area of
occupied land within a certain range. It can also reflect building
density as well as the proportion of void space which were
discussed to have correlation with public walking experience
(Campoli, 2012).

3) Height control: is normally set in urban design in certain areas
with special characteristics such as historical blocks, landscape
areas, or areas with landmarks. It is crucial to conserve the
features inside these areas (Tong and Ding, 2010). Guidelines in
some regions may control the city skyline by regulating the
height of new buildings to provide the best landscape view for the
public, such as in waterfront areas.

4) GR is the greening rate. It is the proportion of green space in a
certain range of urban space. Its specific definition and

FIGURE 1
Workflow of public evaluation based on the AR platform.
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calculation methods vary from region to region but can be
roughly estimated by the total ground green area and partial
roof green area divided by the plot area. It is different from the
green coverage rate (GCR) which is the ratio of vegetation’s
vertical projected area, including the crown of trees, to a total
urban area; GR is a more legal and mandatory indicator. The
amount of greenery was also examined to have correlation with
the quality of public space (Ye et al., 2019).

5) Transparency refers to the proportion of street opening areas on
ground floors, such as doors, windows, and fences, to the total
area of the street interface on ground floors. High porosity has
been a concern and discussed in recent years as a key element of
human-scale urban design quality by creating attractive walking
environments and providing safety (Gehl et al., 2006; Ewing and
Handy, 2009).

6) Near-line rate refers to the proportion of the total length of street
walls for several buildings to the length of the block side
(property line), and is determined by the continuity of street
buildings and the setback degree of the ground floor of buildings.
It is the evolution of the “Street Wall” in American urban
planning proposed by architect William Atkinson (1912).
Apart from research by Ewing et al. (2013), other research (Li
et al., 2022) has also examined the correlation between street
quality and near-line rate.

3.3 Interface design and operation mode

This AR platform was designed to be run on different types of
devices. There were three design requirements that we aimed to
fulfill in order to ensure a satisfactory experience for users.

1) It was easy for public users to get familiar with urban design
indicators, enabling them to review current data and detailed
information. Flexibility and simplicity in toggling the indicators
and changing their values were also necessary to help create a
continuous experience for users.

2) The model of designs could be positioned on the real site
precisely. Additionally, they needed to be integrated into the
real environment considering further real factors such as light
and shadow to improve the sense of immersion.

3) The prefabricated model could be adjusted or replaced by
designers easily for the next test.

To achieve these goals, we chose to use Unity software (version
2021.3.9f1) on Windows 11 to generate and develop this platform.
The main framework we used in Unity was the new XR Tech Stack.
The AR Foundation and XR Interaction Toolkit were loaded onto
the XR subsystems as developer tools for AR object placing or
tracking and interaction with models, respectively. The embedded
Unity XR SDK allowed us to switch our developed platform into
different provider implementations by adding the corresponding
plugins, such as the Android system with the ARCore XR plugin, the
IOS system with the ARkit XR plugin, Hololens with the Windows
XR plugin, and Meta Quest with the Oculus XR plugin. We decided
to operate and display our AR application on smartphones for the
tests, which could be accessed by the public more easily at this
current stage.

We created the “indicator-form” operation mode which meant
controlling the urban design indicators to generate the
corresponding form. This operation was different from most
other AR platforms, which collect the indicator data from the
models modified by users. The advantage of this reverse design
method was to maximize the possibility of changing a single variable
solely when the spatial formwas changed. Therefore, the process was
more straightforward for the public to understand and quickly
established perceptual connections between indicators and forms.
For example, it allowed users to change the “Height Control”
indicator to increase the height of a building while narrowing its
width automatically to stabilize the “FAR” indicator. Conversely, in
the reverse approach, changing the “height” dimension of a building
separately led to the increase of both the “Height Control” indicator
and the “FAR” indicator, which could somehow mislead users.

To enable the continuity in modifying the model and indicators,
a slider was created at the bottom of the screen. The maximum and
minimum values at each side of the slider were set at the beginning
as the permitted range of each indicator. The range could also be
modified in the hidden “Rating” panel if users intended to try a value
exceeding its range. The initial model generated at the beginning
when placed was the prototype created based on the current value of
each indicator. The current value was preset based on the drafted
urban design guidelines for evaluation. It was generated depending
on the draggable slider handle’s position inside the range. When the
handle stopped moving, the value was changed, triggered the
corresponding changes to the model, and was saved in the
“Rating” panel. The calculation rules of each indicator were
based on simplified formulas to avoid conflict in variable calls.
Since there were multiple ways to allow the urban form to change in
response to a change of an indicator, a “Switch” button near the
slider was set to help change the result form based on the same
indicator values. Users were allowed to review all the resultant values
of each indicator on the Rating panel after clicking on the button.
The image of the virtual model was superimposed onto the real
environment, and users were encouraged to walk around to observe
the design from different views, no matter the eye-level perspective
or even from an aerial view. The “Rotate” button on a large gear in
the bottom-right corner made it easy to switch the current

FIGURE 2
Interface of the rating panel. Created with Unity Personal version
and AR Foundation package.
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indicators. By clicking the button of each indicator, users were
provided with a detailed explanation of their concepts. Figure 2
shows the interface of the Rating panel on the screen of the
smartphone during operation. Figure 3 demonstrates how users
experienced the AR platform with smartphones on-site.

In the pre-setting stage, the prefabricated segments of the model
component could be adjusted or replaced in Unity software. Based
on the site map, designers could adjust existing model parts or
replace them with new models from the platform library. The
creation of new models could be realized in third-party modeling
software such as Sketchup, Rhino, and Revit, and the completed files
could be imported into Unity, so the existing interaction was
automatically relinked. The dimensions of the model
superimposed onto the real world was exactly the same as that in
modeling software provided the units were kept the same. If the
interactions were intended to be achieved inmore complicated ways,
the connection between different variables needed to be modified
accordingly. The code in Unity was created in the form of a script
machine (visual programming), making it easier to be modified.

Realistic and detailed models could help increase the credibility
(Grassi and Klein, 2016). To accurately render the outdoor AR at the
real site and at an urban scale, it was necessary to track the position
of digital objects on the real site. However, the localization of the
object has been the most challenging task in previous research
(Carozza et al., 2014). Two tracking methods were used in prior
works to set the reference point for geometric registration: the geo-
localized technique and the marker-based technique (Broschart and
Hohl, 2015). The former uses the position of sensors (such as GPS or
3D sensors) to correspond to reference points (Fukuda et al., 2014),
but a shortcoming is that sensing errors can significantly influence
the error of the registration of the 3D object (Fukuda et al., 2017).
The latter method uses the position of an artificial marker to
correspond to reference points (Yabuki et al., 2011). For example,
Saßmannshausen et al. (2021) used Vuforia SDK to overlay a new
designed building on an existing building. But a limitation is that it
relies on the installation and the capture of large markers in the real
world, so the range of movability for the user is limited. (Fukuda
et al., 2017). With the progress of AR technologies, marker-less AR
systems that do not need sensors and artificial markers are being
developed in some studies (Ventura and Hollerer, 2012; Schubert
et al., 2015). For example, Miyake et al. (2016) developed a geometric
registration method that matches point cloud data to natural
features of the real world based on local feature image

registration and Structure from Motion (SfM) technologies.
However, these technologies that match live views to existing
reconstructed buildings in the system have limitations such as
position errors and dependence on features in the live view.
Since our research required a stabler positioning of virtual
models, mark-less tracking could be realized in the AR
foundation developer tool which was integrated into the new XR
subsystem. It provided the possibility of accurate placement of
digital models on the site.

To fulfill the precise placement of virtual models, the AR Plane
Manager components were attached to the XROrigin. The Unity XR
SDK in the system provided the algorithms for fast tracking. After
the platform was opened, the AR Plane Manager component was
activated. The virtual ground plane defined by the point cloud was
generated when the system had detected the surrounding physical
ground in the real world. As users moved, more point clouds were
created based on more physical grounds that were captured when
entering the view of the camera of the device, and they generated
more ground planes in the virtual world at the same time. As long as
these plane segments were at the same height in the virtual world,
they could connect with the adjacent parts to compose a larger
complete plane. This mechanism allowed us to place objects not only
along a complete surface plane, but also across surface planes at
different heights. As the system did not need to keep tracking a fixed
mark in real world, there was also little limitation on users’
movability. The scale and dimensions of the virtual world were
the same as the real world, so the coordinates in the virtual world
were anchored to the real world once the platform was opened, as
long as the camera was not covered so the system kept perceiving the
surrounding environment. Any movement of the camera in the real
world triggered the corresponding changes of the view in the virtual
world, which ensured the two views overlapped exactly at any time.

When the “Place” button on the interface of this platform was
pressed, a cube named “Align”, which aligned the whole model, was
created in front of users. It could be selected since an AR Selection
Interactable component was attached to it. The whole model could
then be interacted with by users’ fingers, such as being moved or
rotated, driven by the “Align” cube as an original control point. In
the prior pre-setting stage, the direction and position of the “Align”
cube inside the whole model was adjusted to overlap exactly with the
corner of the site model in Unity software. Therefore, in the onsite
placing stage, after the “Align” cube was placed into the preset
position of the site in the real world, all parts of the whole model

FIGURE 3
Experiencing the AR platform with smartphones on site.
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were positioned successfully and automatically (Figure 4). After
finishing the placement of the digital model, a “Finish Placement”
button could be clicked to destroy the attached AR Selection
Interactable component to stop the interaction with the digital
model. A “Reset” button could be clicked to restart this
placement process if another test was started. The model
placement process could be completed by the researchers or
assistants before the devices were handed over to the public
users. The users could also download the application of this
platform with their own devices. A “Guide” panel shown from
the navigation bar could also be activated to help users complete this
placement process. After that, the users were allowed to observe the
integrated scenes on the screen of the device when moving around.

Additionally, to promote immersion during the user’s
experience, the component of AR Environment Probe Manager
and scripts like HDR Light Estimation were added to the project so
that the parameters of ambient light such as color temperature,

intensity, and direction could simulate the detected real
environment to affect the virtual model. In this way, the model
could be perceived as more realistic in the real environment.

To provide feedback to designers and related guideline
makers in the following steps, after reviewing the final
generated value of each indicator on the Rating panel, users
were encouraged to submit their preference data by clicking the
“Submit” button. Other comments could also be typed in the
“Input Field” as supplementary feedback. After receiving the data
from users, some infographics such as radar charts could then be
generated to help designers quickly understand local people’s
preferences and review the current designs or design guidelines.
Figure 5 shows an exemplary radar chart to illustrate feedback
based on public preference data. All results were created using the
mean value of each indicator. They were put into one chart by
being set into a relative value inside the original range from
0 to 1.0.

4 Assessment

Evaluation of the users’ experience and their understanding of
the concepts of indicators were the main parts of the workflow
regarding public participation in urban design. In the user study, we
evaluated the usability of this AR platform by allowing users to
experience the platform on-site and provide feedback.

4.1 Materials and methods

We conducted the study over several continuous days in
Honolulu, Hawaii. To provide a better immersive experience, the
designed model was a detailed building complex placed in one urban
block instead of a higher volume of buildings across several blocks
which may hide most of the background environment. An empty
space on the corner of a street in a typical urban environment was
selected as the site. Public participants were passers-by who were
approached randomly. To reduce the stress on the participants, all

FIGURE 4
Virtual model placement on the site. Created with Unity Personal version and AR Foundation package.

FIGURE 5
Example of radar chart.
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operations and follow-up surveys were anonymous as participants’
personal information could not be recorded into the system. To
simplify this process and make users focus on the main goal of this
study, each individual was provided with an Android smartphone in
which the platform application had been pre-installed. The
preference data of the indicators were also not saved after each
survey. The virtual model fitting the empty site was set into the
platform and placed into the right position by the researchers before
each operation.

The participants were asked to complete the initial questionnaire
(Questionnaire A) before using the application. The questionnaire
had six items and was embedded into the platform system on the
smartphone, which enabled fast recognition of images and the
simplicity of completion. Each item was a question about which
urban design indicator could lead to the differences between the two
urban forms shown in two images. The familiarity of urban design
indicators was represented by the perception of visualized images
instead of formulas because such memory is more usable and easier
to recall when touching abstract indicators in the future. Figure 6
shows the contents of these items. Participants could respond
verbally or by clicking the button of each answer based on their
intuition or background knowledge. Their responses were recorded
after completing the questionnaire.

The participants were then told about a simulated urban design
scenario that aimed to plan a commercial building complex on the site,
which was explained by the researcher as a fake event for research
purposes. Participants were also told that the site was just an example of
applicable sites tested for the platform app. Participants could operate
the application to view the scene with the designed models
superimposed onto the surrounding urban environment on the
smartphone’s screen. They were asked to drag the handle on the
slider to change the forms of the model until they felt totally
satisfied. Each indicator’s permitted range defaulted to a large value
for more change options, which could be updated later. Meanwhile, the
participants could switch the indicators by toggling the model controls.

Detailed information about how the urban forms were affected
by the corresponding indicators were achieved through checking the
information panel. Figure 7 illustrates how the virtual model in this
assessment could be changed on the site by modifying the indicators.
Participants were also allowed to walk around to view the scene from
different perspectives. Figure 8 presents the views from other
positions. Among these indicators, the changes of FAR, CVG,
height control, and near-line rate could directly affect the shapes
of the building complex (Figure 7A; Figure 7B; Figure 7C; Figure 7F;
Figure 8A; Figure 8B; Figure 8C, and Figure 8F). For the GR, the
changes to the model included changing the area of green space on

FIGURE 6
Items on the questionnaire.
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the roof of buildings due to the site’s spatial limitations (Figure 7D;
Figure 8D). For transparency, options for the first-floor street walls
with different proportions of transparent materials were provided.
The compositions of these street wall elements were abstracted from
elevations of local commercial streets (Figure 7E; Figure 8E). Review
of the rating panel was encouraged to see all the values that have
already been set and their relationships with the generated urban
form from an overall view. In the end, each participant finished the
operational process by generating a final result with the model they
found the most satisfying.

After that, Questionnaire A was provided again onscreen with
the same items as previously. The participants were asked to answer
the questions again based on their experience acquired during the
operation. These answers were also recorded for comparison to the
previous list. Upon completing the study, the participants were
offered the correct item answers.

To collect feedback about the improvement of public familiarity
with urban design indicators, we carried out a follow-up study to further
explore the participants’ attitudes towards their experience after using
the platform and their willingness to participant in urban design. The

FIGURE 7
Changes in the designed models with the indicators’ modification. Created with Unity Personal version and AR Foundation package.
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other factors were the same as the first investigation with the exception
of the contents on the questionnaire. Participants were not asked to
complete any questionnaire at the beginning, but to complete a new
questionnaire (Questionnaire B) that was provided onscreen after they
had finished the operational steps. The questionnaire contained
12 statements that are listed in Table 1. The series of statements
were designed with Likert-type ratings from one to seven points,
which represented strong disagreement to strong agreement. The
content of the questionnaire involved three dimensions: 1) the
feelings regarding using this platform (Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6); 2)

the feelings regarding evaluating urban design indicators with this
platform (Q1, Q7, and Q8); and 3) the willingness to participate in
urban design in the future (Q9, Q10, Q11, and Q12).

4.2 Results

For Questionnaire A, when an item of the questionnaire was
finished by a participant, the corresponding score was recorded as
“0” or “1” in the system based on the Boolean value (true/false) of the

FIGURE 8
Views from another position. Created with Unity Personal version and AR Foundation package.
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responding answer compared to the correct answer. After all items
in both the initial and final questionnaires were finished by a
participant, the recorded results were seen as valid. We collected
50 questionnaires with valid data submitted by participants. The
sum of all the responding answers that were correct in one valid
group were counted along with its corresponding user’s age group.

For the first investigation, among these users, 11 were aged
18–25, 12 were aged 26–60, and 27 were aged 61 or above. The
results were divided into each age group of users as well as the
group of participants as a whole. Since the variances in the results
were not large (equal to 1.80 and 0.91, 1.36 and 0.60, 2.27 and
0.57, and 1.69 and 0.65, corresponding to groups 18–25, 26–60,
61+, and the overall before and after the experience, respectively),
both the mean and median values could be used to compare the
users’ familiarity with urban design indicators before and after
the experience. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of data
before and after operation of the platform in each group and the
overall situation.

For the the number of correct answers in overall situation, the
mean was 2.6 and the median was 2.5 which are relatively low,
indicating the public general unfamiliarity of these urban design
indicators. Combining the detailed data of each item on the
questionnaire, it could be anticipated that the two questions
about greening area and building height were relatively easy for
users to respond to, since the explanation for each option was
provided after each abbreviation of the indicator, and thus the
correct answers could be recognized easily. For other items, the
changes of urban forms in diagrams were difficult to correctly
answer since users’ familiarity with concepts of most indicators
was low. As a result, the questions were challenging and users could
have chosen to submit random choices. This was consistent with our
onsite observations. After operating the system, the data showed that
the mean rose to 4.5 and median rose to 5.0, meaning there was an
increase in familiarity with urban design indicators. Additionally,
the data illustrated a more concentrated result. The decrease of the
range (from 6.0 to 3.0), the interquartile range (from 2.3 to 1.0), and
the SD (from 1.34 to 0.95) illustrated a more concentrated result
after using this platform, which indicated users' common knowledge
and familiarity gained from their new acquisitions by this
experience.

As for the results of each group, the 18–25 group presented a
relatively higher concentration of data before using the platform
than other groups. Their performance after the experience showed
an improvement of familiarity with a rise of the mean from 3.2 to
5.0 and median from 3.0 to 5.0, respectively. The 26–60 group
demonstrated that the dispersion of data was large, with a range
from 1.0 to 6.0 before experience. The resultant data after
application operation showed a concentrated range of the
number of correct answers, from 5.0 to 6.0, representing the
overall usability of the platform for each group. The increase
of the mean from 2.5 to 5.3 and the median from 2.5 to
5.0 demonstrated that familiarity had the largest improvement
among these three groups. The 61+ group also showed that the
dispersion of data was large before use and more concentrated
after use. The mean and median increased by 1.7 and 2.0,
respectively. The relatively low maximum, mean, and median
after use showed a limited improvement. This could imply that
users under 61 were more familiar with mobile devices. It may also
suggest there is potential to improve the accessibility of the

TABLE 1 The twelve statements on Questionnaire B.

Id Statement

S1 AR can help me better understand urban design contents

S2 The platform is easy to operate

S3 It is easy to observe the model while walking

S4 I felt immersed in the AR scene

S5 It was simple to find the elements with which to interact

S6 The experience is pleasing

S7 The interaction with the model is easy to display the urban design indicators

S8 The platform helps me get familiar with urban design indicators

S9 I would like to share my design thoughts with others

S10 I would like to install such a platform in the future

S11 I would like to participate more in urban design evaluation with AR

S12 Our evaluation of urban design with such a platform can improve our living
environment

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of correct answers in Questionnaire A results.

Overall 18–25 26–60 60-Plus

Before After Before After Before After Before After

Variance 1.80 0.91 1.36 0.60 2.27 0.57 1.69 0.65

SD 1.34 0.95 1.17 0.77 1.51 0.75 1.30 0.81

Mean 2.6 4.5 3.2 5.0 2.5 5.3 2.3 4.0

Median 2.5 5.0 3.0 5.0 2.5 6.0 2.0 5.0

Mode 3.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 1.0 6.0 1.0 4.0

Quartile (25%) 1.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 1.0 4.0

Quartile (75%) 3.3 5.0 4.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 5.0

Range 2.3 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
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platform interface for senior people. It could also be seen by the
mean values that resulted in all groups increased from around 2 to
3. The relatively higher growth of mean value (2.8, from 2.5 to 5.3)
in the 26–60 group than those in other groups demonstrated that
the platform was more efficient to at enhancing the familiarity
among people at this age.

For questionnaire B, when all statements were finished by a user,
the recorded results were seen as valid. We collected 50 valid
questionnaires. The reliability analysis of the questionnaire was
run with these valid data (Table 3). The value of Cronbach’s
alpha was calculated based on number of items, sum of the
items’ variances, and variance of total scores, and was 0.858,
showing that the data had high reliability and statistical significance.

The descriptive statistics of the ratings are shown in Table 4. A
rating of one meant “strongly disagree” and seven meant “strongly
agree”. The higher the rating value, the stronger the users agreed
with the statements. Since the variance was not large (from 1.67 to
2.11), the mean value could effectively reflect the users’ general
opinions regarding these statements. In general, nearly all
statements received a good rating, meaning most users
supported them. Among these statements, S3 received the
highest rating, indicating that users agreed the virtual model in
the platform was easy to observe while walking. S10 received a
relatively low rating, indicating that the users’ willingness to install
this platform in the future was not so high; here, the users might be
considering the necessity and safety of installing a new platform in
their own devices, which also showed the importance of the
attraction of the platform design. It is worth noting the range
between maximum and minimum values of each statement was
relatively high, indicating that not all people were attracted by
using this platform, and thus could not be encouraged to
participate in urban design.

Correlation analysis was also run in the form of Pearson
correlation analysis (Table 5). The correlation between S1 and
S12 was the highest (r = 0.708), which implied that when a user

believed AR technologies could help him or her better understand
urban design contents, he or she tended to trust that, with their
participation in urban design using such platform, their living
environment could be improved. S12 also had high correlation
with S8. Users may have been concerned that the different forms
of buildings triggered by the indicators could have different impacts
on their living environment, so with their collaboration, a more
harmonious relationship could be established.

S2 was strongly correlated with S7 (r = 0.665), showing that the
interaction with the model was easy in order to display the urban
design indicators, made sense, and the platform was easy to operate.
The correlation between S3 and S7 was also found to be positive (r =
0.580) implying that interaction with the model may have a mutual
effect on the observing of the models.

S8 had strong correlation with S1 (r = 0.661) and S3 (r = 0.675,
p < 0.01), indicating that the users became more familiar with the
urban design indicators that could help them better understand
urban design contents. Additionally, the ease of observation
regarding the design could also have contributed to the
improvement of such familiarity. The relatively high correlation
between S5 and S10 (r = 0.501) showed that the simplicity of finding
the elements to interact with may have helped enhance people’s
willingness to install AR platforms, which may indicate the
importance of the optimization of such a platform’s interface.

S11 explored the effect of using this platform on users’ willingness
to participate in urban design in the future, whichwas themain goal this
research aimed to achieve. It had a strong correlation with S3 (r =
0.858), S7 (r = 0.614), and S8 (0.705), reflecting that good design of the
platform operations, including ensuring good observational capability,
satisfying overall interaction, and the possibility to familiarize users with
indicators, can help enhance users’ willingness to participate more in
urban design evaluation.

5 Discussion

Overall, the designed AR platform tool had a positive effect on
promoting public participation in the process of urban design in the
form of evaluating urban design indicators. Our smartphone AR
platform was developed as a prototype to intuitively display urban
design results by superimposing virtual designed content onto
existing real urban environments and to allow the public to
provide feedback by changing indicator values based on their
personal preferences. The user study was conducted to examine
and verify the effectiveness of enhancing the public’s familiarity with
abstract urban design indicators with an AR platform operated on

TABLE 3 The Reliability analysis of Questionnaire B results.

Value of data

Number of items 12

Sum of the items’ variances 22.041

Variance of Total Scores 103.196

Cronbach’s α 0.858

TABLE 4 Descriptive statistics of the ratings.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12

Variance 1.67 1.70 1.78 2.35 1.90 1.51 1.96 1.56 2.11 2.02 1.72 1.75

SD 1.29 1.30 1.33 1.53 1.38 1.23 1.40 1.25 1.45 1.42 1.31 1.32

Mean 5.08 5.02 5.68 4.74 4.66 5.64 5.38 5.14 4.92 4.66 5.62 5.08

Mode 5 4 7 4 3 6 5a 5a 6 5 7 4

Range 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 4

aMultiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown.
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movable devices on-site. The result showed the possibility of
popularizing the entire workflow of involving public participation
in urban design guideline making.

This platform can be seen as a starting point and core part of the
entire workflow. Some of its merits can be summarized as the
following:

1) It was an attempt to visualize models with large scales in real
environments and allowed for users to walk around them, which
had seldom been covered in most previous research. It allowed for
better interaction between the devices’ interface and the real world,
introducing some unpredictable factors from the real environment
that may have helped strengthen the authenticity of the background
environment of the design. Additionally, effects on the digitalmodels
simulating the real environment, such as light and shadow, helped
enhance the immersion of the experience. Furthermore, diversified
forms of information of the same urban design concept could be
accessed through clicking different buttons and opening different
panels, which allowed for interaction in different ways. Moreover,
the intuitive changes to the models driven by the changes of
indicators made it easier for the public to understand the
concepts of indicators. With these measures taken into this
platform design, the public can give more accurate evaluation of
the generated urban form results, which leads to the feedback more
accurate, and consequently results in the implementation of urban
design closer to the public original intention. Thus, these design ideas
can take much less time of testing whether the project can
successfully meet public desire than traditional urban design
methods, although other factors such as follow-up architectural
design can lead to some differences. Skips the examination of urban
design by the public after its implementation, which can take several
years, although other factors such as follow-up architectural design
can lead to some differences.

2) Unity Software and its developer tool enabled modification of
the contents of the prefabricated models, which allowed

researchers and designers to test multiple rounds with
continuous feedback from the public. Also, the XR system
allows for the possibility of cross-platform application of this
AR platform, which provides more choices of device for the
public and thus increases the convenience, frequency, and
interest of their participation.

However, there are still some limitations to this platform and the
related research, which can be summarized as follows and should be
optimized in the future:

1) The variables in this platform for controlling the changes of the
model are specially designed to avoid conflicts while changing
their values, such as narrowing the width of the building volume
while increasing its height in order to maintain FAR. However,
the platform cannot guarantee that when more indicators are
involved, the same conflicts can still be avoided successfully.
Additionally, too much response regarding the model’s different
dimensions can weaken the intuitive effect and make it difficult
for users to establish the connection between a single indicator
and its visualized result.

2) Some AR technologies are still not well implemented into such
large-scale applications regarding both software and terminal device
factors. In our on-site test, AR Occlusion Manager loaded to the
project could not work well on smartphones when the distance
between the device and the target model became larger, which had a
negative impact on the immersion of the experience. This may be
because the device failed to support the long-distance ray cast that
meant the model inside the system could not be built accurately.
Thus, the shading connection could not be established between
foreground objects and the backgrounded models successfully,
which led to the invisibility of the back models even when they
were not shaded. Kikuchi et al. (2022) discussed the limitation of the
depth information that a 3D sensing camera can obtain, and
developed a new method to realize the accurate occlusion from

TABLE 5 Correlation matrix of the questionnaire results.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12

S1 1.000 — — — — — — — — — — —

S2 0.307 1.000 — — — — — — — — — —

S3 0.363a 0.360a 1.000 — — — — — — — — —

S4 0.222 0.233 0.390b 1.000 — — — — — — — —

S5 0.060 0.126 0.310b 0.440 1.000 — — — — — — —

S6 0.081a 0.154a 0.064 0.078b 0.258b 1.000 — — — — — —

S7 0.315 0.665 0.580 0.326a 0.233a 0.196 1.000 — — — — —

S8 0.661 0.367 0.675a 0.332 0.248 0.202a 0.531 1.000 — — — —

S9 0.152 0.138 0.400b 0.430 0.286 0.230b 0.202 0.359 1.000 — — —

S10 0.395 0.306 0.364b 0.372 0.501 0.330b 0.286a 0.398 0.374 1.000 — —

S11 0.337a 0.332a 0.858 0.279b 0.216b 0.188 0.614 0.705 0.331a 0.285b 1.000 —

S12 0.708 0.358 0.309a 0.266 0.256 0.177a 0.232 0.549 0.180 0.460 0.271a 1.000

aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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an aerial view by using a remote internet-based server PC to assist an
AR-drone system. In their pre-processing step, the server used a 3D
city model to create a 3D virtual model with occlusion and set up a
navigational route to synchronize the views for the onsite AR
display. Even though this method has some limitations regarding
the goals of our test, such as requiring a real-time connectionwith an
online server and fixed route, it could provide ideas for future studies
together with the technical advancement of development tools and
terminal devices.

3) Another factor that can weaken the immersion is when too many
large-scale virtual models occupy the screen. In our study, we
tried to avoid this tricky problem by selecting the site near a street
corner, but this may not be avoidable in other onsite applications,
especially when users have to stand close to the models. For
future work to optimize the application, as Haahr (2017) and
Korhonen et al. (2017) have claimed, the balance between the
virtual and the physical world should also be addressed.

4) Attempting to involve the public to continuously use the
platform in different environments may also be difficult. In
our study, due to the hospitality of local people, it was
relatively easy to get responses from them. Despite this, the
workflow and the platform still need to be improved to be
adaptive in other places. Additionally, it needs to consider
how to attract users to make real choices since they already
know it is a simulation of a fake urban design event. The UI needs
to be more user-friendly to help reduce the public’s rational
ignorance towards participating in urban planning projects
(Krek, 2005), especially for old people. In our user study, a
few passers-by who were not participating in the operation were
also curious about what the research was. However, a few
participants commented that the process was a little
complicated to use. This suggests the possibility to switch the
interfaces based on users’ ages or other characteristics via
diversified designs. Furthermore, the means to attract users to
make real choices, since they already know it is a simulation of a
fake urban design event, need to be considered.

5) The space for walking around in the real world to view a model
may have limitations due to safety or accessibility, suggesting
observation-related route planning or site planning can be
collaboratively designed.

6) The modeling of the background site of the design in modeling
software requires a manual depiction of the map obtained
online with the correct scale. This process ensures the
relative accuracy of the model position but can be optimized
to make the workflow smoother. In future research,
collaborative modelling methods (Moeslund et al., 2004; St-
Aubin et al., 2010) could be introduced in the workflow to
generate the model of a city in Unity software automatically.
Additionally, the replacement of models still requires some
programming skills for urban designers, especially when the
methods of interaction between the indicators and the models
need to be changed. This requires urban planners, urban
designers, and architects to spend more time acquiring the
skills of scripting, although the scripts of this designed platform
have been presented in the form of visual script machines. If
some other built-in plugins can be designed and embedded in

this platform, it can be anticipated that any updating work will
become more effortless and efficient.

6 Conclusion and future work

This research focuses on how to encourage the public to
participate in urban design guideline making. It presents the
whole workflow and discusses the improvements to public
evaluation of urban design indicators by using a new platform.
The user study verified the possibilities to enhance public familiarity
with urban design indicators and the effectiveness to promote public
willingness to participate in urban design evaluation by using such
platforms. Considering the positive feedback gathered from the
research, future work could be focused mainly on: 1) adding
more methods of interactions between more indicators and the
models; and 2) optimizing the operation interface to make it more
attractive. Additionally, more information from the public, such as
community information and groups who need special care, could
also be collected to provide feedback. Furthermore, the design work
could be extended from the platform itself to the whole workflow to
realize an entire closed loop of public collaborative design.
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